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Adoption of measures to
minimise the cold weather
fatalities
Road fatalities & fire incidents are the most
common and severe type of social and
economic disruption caused to any society in
January & December. After considering the
above
aspects
for
improving
the
preparedness measures, DDMA, Gorakhpur
in December 2018 has moved a way forward
for the strengthening of the mechanism to
minimise the road accidents & fire incidents
by:


Identification of 7 vulnerable spots
within the district that have faced
maximum
road
accidents
after
conducting a rigorous analysis of past
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timelines & present vulnerability, for the
adoption of adequate precautionary
measures.
Alertness of Nagar Nigam, Nagar
Panchayat & DUDA for Meticulous
Inspection of doss houses followed by
their renovation and making adequate
arrangements for relief material in them
for 24 hours functioning of them.
Alertness of fire department for quick
disaster response & spreading the
awareness among the vulnerable
community on demerits of practising
bonfire during the night in or near the
agricultural land.
Thorough monitoring of potholes of the
road & the road lights followed by their
rectification, if needed.
Usage of road reflectors & radium
stickers on the roadside signifying the
vulnerable positions of the road to
minimise the accidents caused in cold
weather due to fog. Road reflectors &
radium stickers were entirely installed
by the local community.

Installation of road reflectors in Banauda
by Aapda Mitra & Gram Pradhan
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Child Centered Risk &
Vulnerability Assessment of 210
schools of Gorakhpur
A total of 70 Aapda Mitras were handed
over with a format preceded by capacity
building of them for conducting the CCRVA
analysis of minor structural measures &
non- structural measures in 210 schools of
the district. The format that was particularly
used by Aapda Mitra for conducting
CCRVA analysis was entirely about the
exploration of the gaps in enhancing DRR &
CCA of schools. The results of CCRVA
analysis was finally compiled on Google doc
format to get a metaphysical graphical form
that is understandable to the concerned
management followed by the realization of
the severe vulnerability being possessed by
the schools. As a result of which
management is sorting out the issues
explored in CCRVA analysis of the 210
schools. Some shattering findings of the
CCRVA analysis are mentioned below:

for issuance of the weather forecast for
Tehsil-Sadar area of Gorakhpur &
atmospheric forecast issued by IMD is
considered for the entire district. Some
significant results of the climatological
analysis & issued alert by the climate cell
have been mentioned below:
Alert issued by Climate Cell on April 27, 2019, for
heavy rainfall in Gorakhpur in May first week
because of Cyclone Fani

.

Issuance of precise weather
forecast by Climate Cell
Climate Cell established by DDMA,
Gorakhpur since January 29, 2018, has been
continuously issuing weather forecast at
frequent intervals, mainly focusing on the
adverse weather events. The precise weather
forecast has deeply impacted the
communities of Gorakhpur by enhancing
their preparedness & response as the
weather forecast is conveyed to the
vulnerable communities through Social
media & local newspaper. The mechanism
behind the issuance of weather forecast is an
atmospheric forecast of AWS is considered
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Alert for heavy rainfall due to Cyclone Fani
was given wide coverage by press &
electronic media. Also, the issued alert every
time is accompanied by needed suggestion.
For example, in case of heavy rainfall due to
cyclone Fani, farmers were warned to avoid
leaving the harvested wheat crops in open
atmosphere during the first week of May.

Disaster Mitigation Express
Alert of Cyclone Fani issued by Climate Cell

An upside variation in minimum
temperature of the Sadar (Subdivision of
Gorakhpur) can be observed when compared
with the overall minimum temperature of
district Gorakhpur & the same is
continuously being deduced from the
recorded values of AWS. The below graph
implicates that amount of greenhouse gases,
or atmospheric pollutants present in the
Sadar sub-division of Gorakhpur are higher
when compared to the rest of the Gorakhpur
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Chief Medical Officer, Gorakhpur
Sub-Divisional
Magistrates
of
Gorakhpur
Chief Veterinary Officer, Gorakhpur
Chief
Agriculture
Officer,
Gorakhpur
District
Information
officer,
Gorakhpur

In response to the above-issued forecast, a
response report is submitted by stakeholders
regarding damage caused in their specific
domain.
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Weather advisories are frequently being
uploaded on the NIC portal of Gorakhpur &
in case of any forthcoming extreme weather
events; weather forecast is immediately
disseminated to the identified stakeholders:
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Exploratory visit of UNICEF for
identification of areas for
enhancing
community
preparedness
A visit from officials of UNICEF took place
in Gorakhpur on March 13, 2019, which was
also partnered by a team of DDMA. Major
officials of this visit were DRR-Head of
UNICEF, India, DRR officer of UNICEF,
UP & School safety coordinator of
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UNICEF, UP. UNICEF visit took place with
a view for exploration of areas needed to be
strengthened in the Gorakhpur district in the
perspective
of
women
&
child
empowerment. In brief, the officials visited
the remote rural areas of Gorakhpur to view
their accessibility to critical infrastructures
& school safety concerns. Initially, the visit
took place in the UNICEFs project adopted
village (Banauda) of DDMA followed by a
visit to the DDMA office, whereby a team
of DDMA gave them briefing through MSPPT & developed IEC regarding the efforts
being done by DDMA in for strengthening
the mechanism of DRR & CCA in
Gorakhpur. During the above mentioned
visit, a major issue explored was that lot
more efforts are needed to improve the
sanitation & hygiene in the remote villages
of the district followed by the need for an
adequate Capacity building programmed to
safeguard them from any forthcoming
disaster like flood or flood generated
diseases, earthquake, cyclone, lightning etc.

UNICEF on a visit to village &
DDMA-Gorakhpur

On the second day, officials visited the two
schools to get an idea for the identification
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of areas for the strengthening of the coping
capacity of schools followed by meeting
with the Chairman (DM-Gorakhpur) & CEO
(ADM-F/R of Gorakhpur) of DDMA & in a
casual visit to NDRF-11 Bn camp in
Chargawa, Gorakhpur. In the last officials
appreciated the efforts of team DDMA being
done in the context of structural, nonstructural & research based work for
alleviating the level of disaster management
in the district. Also, another thing which
they took with them was a target to work on
technologically equipped STP for small
scale flood prone areas to foster sanitation &
hygiene in the vulnerable areas of
Gorakhpur.
UNICEF on a visit to the school, NDRF
camp & meeting with members of DDMA

Disaster Mitigation Express
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Brainstorming meeting of
Climate Cell Committee
Meeting of climate cell took place in the
office of DDMA with an active presence of
team DDMA & eminent members of the
climate cell committee such as Prof. Govind
Pandey (Head of Civil Engg. Dept,
MMMUT-Gorakhpur),
HOD
of
PGDDNSM-DDU, Gorakhpur, Mr. TB
Singh
(IMD,
Gorakhpur),
District
Horticulture Officer, Gorakhpur.
Climate Cell Committee meeting on
Earth Day

2019, its roots had started growing on April
6, 2019, from DM conference hall whereby
all the major stakeholders of the exercise
met & instructed with the aim & objective of
the mock.

Coordination meeting:
Also, stakeholders identified a common goal
for accomplishing the exercise in an
excellent way. Aim of the coordination
meeting was to enhance the preparedness of
stakeholders by identification of integrated
roles & responsibilities of themselves in the
mock.
Coordination Meeting

Table top exercise:

Mega Mock exercise in
Gorakhpur
A mega mock exercise focusing majorly on
earthquake & CBRN response & rescue got
to happen in Gorakhpur on April 10, 2019,
in Hotel Clarke by the coordinated efforts of
XI Bn of NDRF & DDMA-Gorakhpur.
Major stakeholders of the exercise were
response & relief agencies, including active
participation of local communities (Hotel
staff & local citizens) & school children’s.
Though mega mock took place on April 10,
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Coordination meeting was further followed
by a table top exercise on April 9, 2019
whereby stakeholders met with their
documented preparation for the mega mock
to accomplish the same in a
predocumented way in case of any real time
based incident. The worst case scenarios are
after that simulated from preparedness to
early warning for executing rescue and relief
phases of Disaster Management (DM)
through injects for various key stakeholders.
The response of each stakeholder is elicited,
followed
by
detailed
discussions.
Independent observers were detailed, and

Disaster Mitigation Express
safety during the Mock Exercise was
envisaged for taking into consideration.
Exhibition of NDRF & Civil defense

Immediately
after
dissemination
of
information from the EOC, response &
relief agencies came into action in the mock
exercise followed by effectively executing
the effort to rescue the affected community
preceded by setting up a staging area for
onsite emergency planning & management.
Also, the response & relief post (Command
Post, Medical Post & Base of Operation
post) were created at the affected site. All
the above post were created for mobilisation
of personnel, equipment & supplies.
Response Post at the affected site

Scenario of Mock on Earthquake
Earthquake of 7.2 on recorded on Richter
scale with epicenter at Sonauli located at 80
km north east of Gorakhpur city. Renowned
Hotel Clark was badly affected in the
earthquake.
Immediately hotel
staff
executed Early Warning System in building
and message to EOC, which is already
established at District Disaster Management
Authority (DDMA), Gorakhpur got the
information of earthquake. Also
Emergency Operation Center
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Staging Area
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Glimpse of stakeholders at the staging
area

Major stakeholders who executed the
response & rescue operation during the
mock were SDRF, NDRF, Civil Defense,
Hotel staff, school children & NCC.

Response by Civil Defense

Response by NCC

Victim evacuation by hotel staff

Response by SDRF
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Response by School Children
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Response
by
NDRF
was
made
comprehensively in the phase wise manner
which included the following operations:

Multiple methods of victim rescue
Cradle Carry

High rise rescue operation
Slathering

Stretcher
Climbing

Seat Rapling
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A-Framed Stretcher method
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Alpine

Alpine

Operations by NDRF in the
mock
High Rise rescue operations





Slathering
Climbing
Seat Rapling

Multiple methods of victim rescue




A-Framed stretcher method
Alpine method
Suspension method
o Cradle carry
o Stretchers
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Governing body meeting of
DDMA & Flood preparednees
meeting
A meeting among all the disaster
management related stakeholders of
Gorakhpur took place on April 18, 2019, for
strengthening the work of DRR & CCA in
Gorakhpur. There were several initiatives
identified in the meeting, such as creating a
telecommunication data bank of all
stakeholders for the formation of social
media groups for the dissemination of early
warning & disaster management related
operations. Also, there was a call for
installation of satellite phones, VHF & other
gadgets in the district. Stakeholders
suggested measures for mitigation of urban
flooding & global warming too such as the
adoption of pervious pavements within the
district, adequate plantation at adequate
places in the district, free peripheral space
around the saplings & trunks etc. Also, the
meeting was further proceeded by defining
the roles & responsibilities of stakeholders
during the flood for the mitigation of social
& economic disruption & environmental
degradation in Gorakhpur.
Governing body meeting of DDMA

Outdoor Plants for mitigation of outdoor pollutants
Disaster Mitigation Express

9 point agenda of Climate Cell of Gorakhpur
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Combating air pollution by adoption of prismatic diversion of the traffic which nevertheless emits huge pollution due to stagnation of the
vehicles in start condition in traffic.
Utilization of NAMP data collection for Gorakhpur for expediting the research activities being done by DDMA in the context of mitigation
of air pollution.
Efforts for adoption of installed AWS at SADAR by IMD.
Utilizing the competency of M.Tech students of Civil Engg. dept. of MMMTU, Gorakhpur for carrying out research work related to GIS
mapping & real time simulation of the variables of disasters of Gorakhpur.
Identification of a Heat Wave scale for Gorakhpur.
Installation of pervious pavements within the district in an adequate manner for catalyzing mitigation of urban flooding & air pollution as
per advocacy of HOD of civil engg dept. MMMTU.
Method for providing indoor & outdoor plants to vulnerable communities at subsidized rates to the stakeholders.
Effective collection of Climatological data for issuance of precise weather forecast & carrying out research in the field of CCA.
Enhancing early warning dissemination by liaising with prominently sold newspapers to daily publish the weather forecast being issued by
Climate Cell
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